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BUILDING SCHOOLS FOR THE FUTURE
Better weather arrives just in
time for the increasing preparations for our new school buildings and refurbishment.
The first ‗Buildings School For the
Future‘ newsletter is now available
on the school website and I hope
you find it informative. Currently,
staff are working on the interior
designs for classrooms. An exciting future promises.
I hope you also enjoy reading
about the many successes of students of the school, in particular
our recent success at the Inspiring
Youth Awards.
As well as looking to the future on
1 April we reflected on the past
when 30 Old Edwardians visited to
relive their memories of school
days and see the school as its is
today, including attending lessons.

Finally, my thanks to all parents
for their continuing support of the
work of the school.
Beverley Jackson
Headteacher

Facts and figures
April 2010—planning
application
July 2010—Early work
commences (temporary
village)
November 2010—work
starts on site.
Easter 2011—Learning
Centre complete.
July 2012—completion.

Stickers
Students at Lower School are
continuing to reap the benefits
of logging their reward stickers
on line at
www.mystickers.co.uk
At Christmas Y7 student Ayesha
Siddika was awarded an ipod
donated by school stickers for
logging the highest number of
stickers in Lower School during
the Autumn Term.

Y8
1st prize - £15 Meadowhall
Voucher - Allen Lu
2nd prize – £10 Meadowhall
Voucher - Clare Purslow
3rd prize – £5 Meadowhall
Voucher - Angus McArthur
King Edward VII Pens
Emily McGlashen
Tanya Sciamanna
Samantha Atkin
Danielle Milner
Y9
1st prize - £15 Meadowhall
Voucher - Jade Pease
2nd prize – £10 Meadowhall
Voucher - Liam Harrison
3rd prize – £5 Meadowhall
Voucher - Bethany Galligan
King Edward VII Pens
Zainab Saleem
Rosie Stillman
Madhia Naqvi
Elizabeth Corrie

Stickers are awarded by staff for
Exemplary Work, Excellence,
Effort, Enterprising and
Entertaining.
Each sticker has its own unique
code which students use to log
the sticker on to their virtual
album.
Each half term prizes are
awarded to each year group.
The winners for the first half of
the spring term are as follows
Y7
1st prize - £15 Meadowhall
Voucher - Joshua Crisp
2nd prize – £10 Meadowhall
Voucher - Jonathon Smart
3rd prize – £5 Meadowhall
Voucher - Ahmad Sidda
King Edward VII Pens
Alicia Cannon
Kim Andrews
Bethany Richmond
Phoebe Otten

More prizes will be available the
next half term plus the chance to
enter the whole school competition at the end of the Summer
Term where another great prize
will be on offer.

Friends of
King Edwards
This term will see the formation
of a Friends of King Edwards
group. It is envisaged that this
will be made up primarily of
parents interested in the school
who may wish to organise events
or fundraise.
In preparation for this King Edward VII School has recently
joined the NCPTA (National Confederation of Parent Teacher Associations).
This organisation offers support
to any PTA or Friends group.
Our NCPTA membership ID is
23981. You will need this to set
up a login on www.ncpta.org.uk
so you can have full access to all
the information and resources on
the website.
There will be in initial meeting of
interested parents very soon. If
you are interested in joining the
group in some capacity please
contact Mr Twyman:
jtwyman@kes.sheffield.sch.uk

Intermediate Maths Challenge
On the 3rd February, 210 students from Y9, Y10 and
Y11 took part in the national intermediate maths
challenge paper. The results were really good and
between them they won 13 Gold, 32 Silver and 50
Bronze certificates. Alice Waterhouse (Y11), Tim
Lennox (Y9) and Eve Pound (Y9) all won a place in
the Intermediate Maths Olympiad. Haydn Cornish
Jenkins (Y11), Michael Kettle (Y11), Tim Wray (Y11),
Maddy Cousins (Y11), Isaac Proudfoot (Y10), Joel
Hide (Y10), Rosalind Stillman (Y9). We're still
awaiting the results of the second rounds.

INSPIRING
YOUTH AWARD
2010
In May 2009 South Yorkshire
Police organised the Inspiring
Youth conference to inspire BME
students (aged 14-17) in Sheffield and Doncaster schools to
motivate them into achieving
their dreams and goals and
become positive role models for
others to follow.
High achievers in their own field
such as Johnny Nelson (former
world boxing champion) were
guest speakers who came on the
day to motivate and inspire the
students.
The students were set various
tasks to complete in order to be
eligible for the award (e.g. good
attendance and achievement at
school, fund-raising, helping in
the community etc) which they
evidenced in the ensuing
months. Kim Wilson (PSHE
Curriculum Leader and through
her role in KES Training School)
was lead teacher in the project.
Helen Barker (KES teacher and
Black Achievement Programme
coordinator), Linda Gooden
(deputy head), Pauline Cavill
(English teacher) and PC Joy
Price (our school‘s young people‘s officer) provided welcome
additional support.

events such as ice-skating,
football, basketball, ice-skating or
the cinema). Some students won
a 3-day adventure training camp
in the Lakes, although Josh was
awarded the most unusual prize
of a freefall tandem parachute
jump from 14.000 feet!
Congratulations are due to ALL
the following participants, but
particularly to Ahleya, Anisa and
Hannah who each won the top
prize of a trip to Italy (KES took 3
of the 6 top places):
Nomsa Ndebele 9L2
Amaria Samatar 9L2
Hayat Jama 9L2
Ali Yafai 9L2
Aatif Khan 9P1
Mohamud (Abdi) Jama 9P2
Hannah Hunaishi 10L1
Ahleya Banaris 10L2
Tom Ireland 10P1
Joshua Kalsi 10P1
Ruth Ashton 10P1
Leah Harriott 10R1
Chequela Rollinson 10R1
Danton Laromani 10P2
Neelam Hanif 10L2
Mohammed Hassan 11L1
Anisa Abdulrahman 11P2
Awad Yafai 11P2
Marium Hanif 13HSS

The overall trophy (first won by
KES in 2007 and last year by
Tapton) was regained by KES
because of the high standard of
The eagerly anticipated Award
our students‘ folders, particularly
Ceremony was held in February
Hannah‘s whose folder scored
2010 in a spectacular gala event the highest points of any student
at SWFC. There was great excite- in Doncaster or Sheffield.
ment as KES student after student was called up to the stage. The Inspiring Youth Award 2010
EVERY MEMBER of the nineteen- is to be launched shortly and KES
strong team won a prize
plans to have another strong
(including tickets to leisure
entry.

What some of the parents
thought…
―What a fantastic initiative. KES students have excelled yet again and as
a parent I‘m really proud to sit here
and share in my daughter‘s success‖
―I‘ve seen my daughter grow in confidence throughout this award…she‘s
done things neither she or I ever
dreamed she would be capable of‖
―How refreshing to see a celebration
of youth achievement after the bad
press young people often get. It‘s a
wonderful initiative.‖

And some of the winning
students…
―I got so much out of doing this
award…it made me realise you can
never work too hard. You never know
what to expect when given opportunities to fix our futures‖ (Anisa)
―Johnny Nelson inspired me because
he came from the same area as me
(Upperthorpe): he proved everyone
wrong and I want to do the same. I
want to be a fire-fighter and the Inspiring Youth Award boosted my confidence so I can achieve my
goals‖ (Ali )
―The awards opened my eyes to doing different things and made me
see what I can achieve and I have
grown in confidence…‖ (Neelam)
―I think the whole experience made
me learn new things and I have done
things I would never have attempted
otherwise‖ (Ahleya)
―I am proud of my achievements – I
want to do well and this award has
helped me‖ (Abdi)

Post 16 News
Post 18
Information
There are some bright futures
ahead….! As we‘ve sent 207
applications for University to UCAS.
Please remind students to reply to
their offers. If they are in the
unfortunate position of receiving no
offers remember ‗UCAS Extra‘–
Apply for one course at a time.
Hopefully you will have helped your
Y13 dependent apply for financial
support via the direct.gov website.
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/
EducationAndLearning/
competitive offers and little leeway
UniversityAndHigherEducation/
if you miss your offer in
StudentFinance/index.htm
August. Make sure your A2 revision
is thorough.
If you need some advice about post
UCAS chief executive Mary Curnock18 opportunities an appointment
Cook said:
with Jacinta McCourt our Connex"'It is clear that once again we have
ions adviser could be
seen a significant rise in applicahelpful. Appointment times from
P16 Office. Y13s need to be aware tions which leaves us in no doubt
that applications to UK universities that, as last year, this cycle will be
very challenging and competitive
have soared by 23% - increasing
for applicants and the higher edupressure on places for courses
starting in the autumn. Expect more cation sector generally.‖

Study areas and times at KES
Library and Dining Room are both
open from 08:00 to 16:00 as a
place where students can study at
school.

Post 18 Opportunity Day and
A2 enrolment (for Y12s)

Monday 14th June
at Sheffield Hallam University.
Also note that A2 lessons start on
Tuesday 15th June. Y12s should not
book any post AS holidays that start
before Sat 24th July.

Y13 Leavers’ Ball

Weds 30th June, 7.30pm at
Royal Victoria Holiday Inn.
3 course meal, DJ, Disco.
£22. Tickets from P16 Office.

Leavers’ Assembly

Weds 30th June, 12.00pm, Assembly Hall

Outdoor Education
P16 Enrichment
activity on
Wednesday
afternoons
Bouldering

The smile says it all. Reaching the
good finishing holds on the arête of
the ‗Poc Block‘ at Burbage South.
A good sense of balance, some
tight fitting sticky rubber boots and
attentive ‗spotters‘ to watch your
back, are the keys to success.

Caving

Exploring the underworld. In the
confined depths of Carlswark
Cavern at Stoney Middleton – a
perfect passage for Y1 sized
pupils….. a bit more back ache
involved for those in the 6th Form.

Bottle it!
As part of our eco-school work
we are planning on building a
greenhouse out of plastic bottles at lower school. In order
to do this we need to collect
1500 bottles. The bottles
need to be plastic, two litres
and cleaned out.
Please bring in the bottles
and give them to either
Sarah Asquith or Mr Russell.

Study day at
Jodrell Bank
Y13 Trip to the Lovell Radio Telescope
On Monday 8th February a
group of Year 13 physics
students spent the day at
Jodrell Bank in Cheshire,
home of the Lovell Radio
Telescope.

They learnt about radio
astronomy and the workings
of the Lovell Telescope.
Through an interactive talk
they found out how the telescopes are being used to
study distant galaxies, their
motion and the evidence for
dark matter.

Have you got
chemistry?
A packet of salt and vinegar
crisps burns in a few
seconds with a concentrated
oxidant in the form of liquid
oxygen at -183 C. Chemists
might note the orange light
from the emission spectra of
sodium given all the salt in
the crisps.

Mike Hoyland from Leeds University instils
some of his enthusiasm for combustion with
Post 16 students.
A level Chemists enjoying the lecture at
Sheffield University.

BUGS
BUGS
Biodiversity
Under
Grass and
Stones

King Edward VII School re-

cently hosted the first planning
meeting for a new Comenius
Project: BUGS – Biodiversity
Under Grass and Stones.
Colleagues from schools in
Madrid, Vienna and Istanbul
came to Sheffield to discuss a
new collaborative project
where students from each
country will investigate the
ecosystems in the area
surrounding their school.
At KES the Project will build
on a Year 8 Opening Minds
Project involving the Maths,
Science and ICT Departments.
In Year 9 BUGS will continue
as an international extracurricular activity with the
most enthusiastic and commit-

ted students continuing with
their research and exchanging
their findings with their peers
in Austria, Spain and Turkey.
It is hoped that the
outcomes of the project will be
a multilingual catalogue
detailing the student finds, a
touring exhibition shown in
each partner country and also
resources, news and information on shared web pages.
Comenius projects are
funded by the European Union
to enable schools from across
Europe to work together on a
joint project. Being part of a
European project also means
that some of our students will
be able to visit our partner
schools in Madrid, Vienna and
Istanbul and present their
research findings abroad.

A Short history of KES—
The Comprehensive Era
1969-2009
By John Cornwell
44 pages £5 plus 65p p&p
All proceeds to school funds.
On sale in school offices and from:
Jo Jackson, jjackson@kes.sheffield.sch.uk,
or telephone 0114 2296568

The project coordinators from Austria,
Spain, Turkey and the UK
with King Edward VII‘s Headteacher,
Beverley Jackson.
From left to right: Mr Karakas
(Turkey), Mrs E del Pozo (Spain),
Mrs Jackson, Mrs Leger-Felber
(Austria) and Mrs Lamb (UK)

Interactive
language
learning!
Websites to help you support
your children...
www.linguascope.com
(KS2 - KS4) username kes7 password - kingteds
www.zut.org.uk (KS3- KS5)
French ID 1417 user kes7
www.gut.languageskills.co.uk
(KS3- KS5) German
ID 3361 user kes7
www.oye.org.uk
(Spanish only)
www.spiegeltv.de
(KS4-5 German only)
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
www.s-cool.co.uk

What matters
to me:
graphic design as
a political tool
This two year EC funded
Comenius project was
devised by King Edward VII
School and schools in:
Eger (Hungary), Hallein
(Austria) and Coslada
(Madrid, Spain).

The full colour
printed catalogue
will be available
from mid May.

Its purpose was to find out what
issues mattered to young
people in four European countries, through the medium of
graphic art. Students met up for
a few days of intensive work on
three occasions between 2008
and 2010. Design work as part
of the curriculum took place in
each country with larger groups
of students.

This catalogue includes not just
the final poster designs from
the four countries but also
records creative inspirations
used with students and some
of the fun that was had along
the way.

At King Edwards a poster design project entitled What matters to me has become part of
the curriculum for Y10 and Y12
Graphics students...so the project rolls on. In other countries
many of the ideas and issues
raised by the project as well as
specific poster designs are
used in English lessons.

Sheffield Winter Gardens:
4-11 June 2010

The project comes to a climax
in May with the publication of a
112 page catalogue celebrating
the work of the young people
that have taken part from the
four countries.

There will also be an exhibition
of some of the best work in May
and June in the four countries.

The main inspiration for the
What matters to me Comenius
Project was the amazing
graphic art produced by Polish
designers between 1955 and
the early 1980s.
Working under the constraints
of Soviet instigated censorship
they were still able to produce
extraordinary interpretations—
often created to promote films
and exhibitions. Post war
Poland had become a centre
of the East European film
industry and directors and
cameramen became experts
in their fields.
Not being restricted by the requirements of film studios and
agents the poster designers
were given complete freedom.
Particular designers were able
to develop distinctive individual styles and their work became sought after worldwide.

Just some of the posters that will appear in the
Comenius Project printed catalogue.

SPREAD
THE
WORD:
Language
Works
Back in January, nine students
Samineh Massah, Fatemah Norouzi, Ella Curtis, William SivaJothy, Ala Mekhalfia, Zainab
Saleem, Suzie Williams and
Rosemary Hallgarth from Y9
took part in the Spread the word:
Language Works Language Day,
organised by Sheffield Hallam
University. Students were able to
get a real feel for University life
over the day, working in lecture
theatres, ICT suites and having
lunch on campus.

Unknown man in
badger suit next
grand master?
Diners at Upper School were
recently met by the unlikely
sight of a chess playing
badger. Challenging all-comers
the black and white beast was
able to play several games simultaneously, relying on aides
to prevent cheating on his
blind side.

Furthermore, our furry fundraising friend made a substantial amount of money for charity. Bravo badger!
If anyone has any idea who
lurks beneath this disguise
they should contact the editor .

Vanda Priestley from Jenx Ltd
gave a presentation of how useful languages have been to her
over her career, and really impressed us with her ability to
speak seven different languages! Students also got the
opportunity to meet an International student studying at Hallam. Our student was from
South Korea and the group got a
real insight into South Korean
culture and what it was like living away from home in Sheffield.
The students did have to do
some work themselves and over
the day worked on their own
presentations in French and
Spanish, which at the end of the
afternoon they delivered to a
packed lecture theatre.
The students involved were outstanding during the whole day
and really improved their language skills. This was recognised by the Head Judge (a Senior lecturer) who awarded the
Spanish group from King Edward
VII School overall 3rd prize!
Well done to all the students
involved.

For art’s
sake
The hall at upper School was
taken over in February and
March by the work of A Level Art
and Photography students.
The exhibition provided an
excellent opportunity to view the
quality and creative variety of
work produced in the school.

Year 11
MATHS
ROADSHOW
On the 17th December, Sheffield
University came into school to host a
maths puzzle event for 130 Y11s. The
students worked in groups of 3 and
moved around about 30 station each
with a stretching mathematical puzzle.
The students applied themselves to the
challenge really well and impressed us
and the university mathematicians with
both their ability to work together and
their brainpower. We're hoping that we
get a large uptake of A-level maths next
year from this very able yeargroup.

Lost world QUIZ?
As we gear up for the refurbishment of Upper School we hope that some of the quirkier features of
the building will not be lost to history. Do you know where the following are?
1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

11

12

6

PRIZES for the first 3 correct sets of answers.
See Mr Twyman.

Remember January?

La Thuile — Italy
A group of 39 students and 5
teachers enjoyed some great
weather and snow conditions in
the Aosta Valley this Easter. Some
very tired students were asked to
recall some of the highlights on the
coach home - these are just a couple of the comments sent to me
after a weeks reflection.

before. With 4 hours of lessons
every day and 2 hours of free ski
with the teachers, the whole mountain opens up as you progress. Everything is catered for and the food
was really good with lots of tasty
pasta and the (excellent) pizza
night. We had evening activities
every night with my favourite being
the tubing where everyone goes
"This year‘s KES ski trip to La Thuile
down a course in giant rubber rings
has, once again, been an amazing
bumping into the sides and each
success - everybody had a fantastic "Amazing trip, clear blue skies for
other which was great fun. Beautitime on and off the slopes. The
most days which lead to many gog- ful scenery, great atmosphere and
coach journey to Italy was long but gle tans! The teachers were excel- fantastic slopes – sign up for
definitely worth it as we came out
lent and helped make the trip even 2011." Arran, Y12 student, snowof the Mount Blanc tunnel to see
better and more fun for everyone. boarder.
the beautiful snow capped mounThe nominations were brilliant each
tains. We briefly stopped
morning, the highlights being the
Many thanks to the staff and stuin Courmayeur to meet our Interski one for Mr. Kirkup when he got
dents for making this another fanrep. Tim who guided the
stuck by his boot going down the
tastic trip and who were a credit to
coach up to the Planibel hotel
tubing slope and Daniel Taylor‘s
the school - letters for Courmayeur
apartments where we would be
forfeit to wear a pink poncho to the 2011 from Mr. Cooke!
staying for the next week. Every
disco. The slopes were great and
morning we woke up to croissants suitable for all skill levels, even if
KES staff
and nominations for the 'bum of
you haven‘t been skiing/boarding
the day' shorts Mr Harvey provided!
The skiing (and snowboarding) was
fantastic; we had sunshine almost
everyday. By the end of the week
there were beginners who had
never been on snow before skiing
red runs! All the instructors were
helpful, friendly and made sure
everyone had a great time. Not only
was the skiing fantastic, the après
ski activities were as well - we had
a disco, tubing, pizza night and,
most importantly, the presentation
evening. All the students received a
skiing level and a badge and all the
ski instructors got a lot of alcohol
as a thank you for their hard work.
As always the trip was great fun
and is sure to be just as successful
next year. Thanks to all the staff for
their hard work! " Kate, Y7 student,
skier.

Spelling B
For the second year, King Edward VII
School has entered a team of Year
Sevens in the UK Schools Spelling
Bee Championship sponsored by
The Times. And Chloe Allen, Tom
Cudmore, Daisy Pound and Pippa
Smith performed brilliantly to win
the South Yorkshire heat of the
competition and qualify for the national semi-finals, which will take
place next month.
Chloe, Tom, Daisy and Pippa aren‘t
the only ones to have been brushing
up on their spelling – over sixty Year
Seven pupils are taking part in the
internal KES Spelling Bee, organised
by Mr Caldwell with the help of Miss
Hammill and the rest of the English
Department.
Over 1000 schools have entered
the Spelling Bee Championship, designed to make spelling fun while
discovering the country‘s best young
spellers, and our team were competing against eight other schools from
around Sheffield at Cineworld on
26th March.
Chloe, Tom and Daisy competed in
the first stage of the competition,
where each player was given a word
to spell in turn, dropping out if they
got one wrong, or continuing to the
next, more difficult set of words if
they were correct. All three of our
spellers had perfect records in the
KES Spelling Bee – but having to
spell out loud, under the spotlight,
against the clock and in front of a
live studio audience was an altogether more nerve-wracking prospect.
Of all the pupils in all the teams, the
last speller standing was Tom Cudmore, and his superb performance,
added to the points gained by Chloe
and Daisy, was enough to put KES
in front at the half-way point.
For the second round, teams had to

work together to spell as many
words correctly as possible within
two minutes. Pippa replaced Daisy
in the line-up and the team again
performed well, getting fourteen
words right. Birkdale did even better though, meaning the two teams
were level in first place overall and
the competition would be decided
by a tiebreak.
It was sudden death – one word
wrong meant defeat if your opponents could spell theirs correctly.
The words were very difficult now –
bivouac, gymkhana, paraphernalia –
but the teams couldn‘t be separated
after five rounds. Then Birkdale
misspelt their word and Daisy cor-

BB
rectly spelt ‗xenophobia‘ making
KES the winners. After shaking
hands with their opponents and collecting their medals, the team were
off to fulfil their new role as media
celebrities with interviews for The
Times and The Sheffield Star – before finally celebrating with ice
cream.
Daisy said afterwards, ―We‘re ecstatic! On the over one of our supporters tested us on xenophobia
and we won with it, so it‘s fate!‖ The
semi-finals will take place probably
in Manchester, with the top teams
from that stage qualifying for the
Grand Final in London on June 24th.

―Kes, your word is......‖ The three of
us stood there, me (Daisy), Tom
and Chloe. Pippa watched from the
crowd. ―Xenophobia‖ I leaped into
the air and started bouncing up
and down. Chloe and Tom looked
shocked and Pippa was laughing
from the crowd. Then we were deciding who was going to spell it and
I was chosen. I started.

rassed to be within ten foot of this
madwoman, and Chloe was mimicking me. Pippa was still laughing,
but silently. Then I thought about a
stupid mistake I‘d made earlier on
when I‗d been thinking about that
mistake. Tom and Chloe both had
got further than me in that round,
and Pippa had to have a go so I
was swapped off in the second.

―X.....E......N...‖ then I thought back,
to how Tom had lorded it over all of
the other people in the first round,
and how Chloe and Pippa had got
plenty of the words right in the
quick-fire word challenge. Then I
thought about the bus journey to
the tram stop with Pippa, then
about all of us discussing and just
happening to practise xenophobia
on the way there.

―O......B.......I.........................A.‖ I
stood there hoping, praying. I‘m
sure the others were too. The
woman at the front said ―Kes...
that was ..........................correct!!!!‖
I reattached the pogo stick to my
feet, and went bouncing around
the stage. Tom, Chloe, Pippa and
me all had to go for a photo (don‘t
look at it I look really weird). Then
we discussed all the things on the
way back to school. We were really
pleased, and it was worth going all
that way and sitting through the
tension.

―O..........P.............H.‖ Now I was
looking really weird because I was
tilting forward. Tom looked embar-

Bike Boomtastic Gets
Students in the Groove

National
Cipher
Challenge

Y7 students made the most of a special cycling event organised
by cycle and health promotion group Rollapaluza. The original
event was planned for Y7s and Y8s but proved so popular that
there was only room for Y7s to participate. At lunchtime an open
competition took place with all comers having a go. In total 94
students participated. Students competed against each other in
cycling on fixed wheel turbo trainer bikes over a short distance to
see who was the fastest. The even came complete with a sound
system and loudspeakers, so students could be motivated by a
playlist and cheered on by their friends.

We came 7th overall this year
and as such were invited to the

Results, showing form group winners, their top time and fastest
speed in miles per hour, were as follows:

prize-giving event at Bletchley
Park. Our 6 students really
enjoyed the day including a
lecture and a tour of the WW2
code breaking museum.
The next cipher challenge
starts in September 2010.
Students wanting to stretch
themselves, work in a team,
learn about deciphering, and
learn some computing skills

form

student

Winning time

mph

should speak to Mr Musgrove

7P1

Harriet Salat Groves

15.84 secs

35.5

about getting involved.

7L1

Milo Jones

15.64

36.0

7L2

George Veal

14.78

38.1

7R1

Joel Fordham

15.49

36.3

7P2

George Wainwright

14.90

37.8

7S1

Rose Merce-Harte

14.39

39.1

7S2

Luke Lincoln

15.51

36.3

7R2

Alex Palmer

15.38

36.6

Open competition
student

Winning time

mph

Christian Saynor

13.06 secs

43.1

Reece Spalding

13.62

41.3

Montell Williams

13.72

41

The event was organised by Mark
Lallemand in conjunction with Sheffield
City Council School Travel Department.
It is part of a number of ways in which
the school is promoting its new Travel
Plan. This is designed to get all users of
the school site, students, staff, parents
and visitors, thinking about travelling to
and from the school site:
 More safely




More healthily
More sustainably.

Who’s
Your
Hero?
If you could chose your favourite
fictional hero who would it be?
Lyra Belacqua – from Philip Pullman‘s ‗His Dark Materials Trilogy‘
Tracey Beaker – from Jacqueline
Wilson‘s ‗The Story of Tracy
Beaker‘
Huckleberry Finn – from Mark
Twain‘s ‗The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn‘
Sephy Rose – from Malorie Blackman‘s ‗Noughts and Crosses‘
Stanley Yelnats – from Louis Sachar‘s ‗Holes‘
Alex Rider – from Anthony
Horowitz‘s ‗Stormbreaker‘
Takeo – from Lian Hearn‘s ‗Across
the Nightingale Floor‘.
These are just a few to tickle your
fancy.
The English department is running a
competition for all Y7s and Y8s involving writing a short 100 word description of your favourite fictional hero,
explaining why they have that X Factor
heroic quality.
Entries need to be in by Friday 7th May.
You could win free cinema tickets.
M. Lallemand

TESCO
VOUCHERS
FOR SCHOOLS
We only have a few weeks left to
collect all your Tesco vouchers.
Please can you send them into
school with students so that we
can exchange them for something useful for KES.
Many thanks
Mrs Sedgley

King Edward VII
Japanese Residential 2010
One of our many fund
raising activities to help
pay for the trip is a collection of scrap brass, copper and lead. If you have
any scrap copper pipe or
wire, brass keys, hinges,
locks, door handles, ornaments, lead pipe, etc.,
please send them to the
school office at either
site. Any items, however
small, will be very welcome. If items need to be
collected, then contact
Chris Phipps on
01142662518.
Our aim is to collect 200
kilograms.

Dramatic
success
A2 Drama Practicals, all students grade A with an average
of 93%.
AS Practicals, all students grade
a with an average 94%. Visting
Examiners praised all work as
being 'of the very highest order'
and described one Y12 piece as
'stunning'. The video of this
piece,and both Y13 pieces,
have been requested by the
Board for use as National Standardising material, representing
work at the very top of the top
band.
Congratulations to all
concerned.

ART
Fractures
ART
fractures
An international art journal
called 'artfractures' has a
feature on the art work of
Stephen Carley.
The article is written by
Andrea Hadley Johnson, who
is the chief Curator at Derby
Museum and Art Gallery.
The publication date for the
magazine is April 15th 2010.
More information at
artfractures.com

